
J

Some critics argue that the mice can easily be hurt as

they struggle to get free from the restraint. Others suggest
that the test, intended tbr respiratory irritancy, depends

on exposing the mice to known, controllable concentra-
tions of chemicals; the carpet and other product tests

conducted at Anderson Labs characterize the source of
the test atmosphere rather than the test atmosphere itself.
Furthermore, Anderson is observing neuro-behavioral
responses rather than the respiratory rate for which the

standard test was devised. While the observations are

based on a panel of factors used by EPA scientists, there
is no standardized test methodology, and the use of the

mouse bioassay to test carpets is not a standardized and

validated test procedure. If EPA s tests do replicâte Ander-
son's results, then it is certain that there will be efforts to
validate the tests. For now, it is all something of a black box.

Difficulties in lnterpretation
The chemical composition and concentration of An-

derson's test atmospheres were not reported and that
makes the results difficult to interpret. (The EPA protocol
included measuring the test atmospheres and that should
be helpful.) The carpets were not new: many of the

carpets associated with the mouse deaths were taken from
buildings where occupants had symptoms after carpet
installation. If you test old carpet, you see lots of chemi-
cals coming out that weren't in the carpet when it was

new. Therefore, it is likely that used carpet emissions will
be quite different from new carpet emissions. After all,
the very large surface area of the carpets makes them

excellent sinks - they act as a sample collection medium.
Besides collecting air contaminants, the carpet also col-
lects chemicals on tracked-in dirt and from spills.

All of these concerns notwithstanding, Dr. Anderson
announced in late April that a mouse died when she tested
a sample of new carpet. She collected the sample accord-
ing to the Consumer Product Safety Commission
protocol, the mouse was unrestrained, and the carpet was

unheated. While this responds to some of the criticisms,
the work (like nearly all of Anderson's findings) has not
been reported in a scientific paper, and it is still not clear

Ventilation

New ASHRAE Ventilation
Standard Outline

In the last issue, we discussed the proposed outline for
ASHRAE's revision of Standard 62-1989. This outline
was approved by the committee at its Janua¡y meeting in
Chicago. The accompanying tables are the complete out-

line of the revised standard as presented to the committee

# 6Sv.3

what it might mean. We do not expect the rc-sults of the
EPA tests to explain why mice have died in Dr. Ander-
son's lab, even if EPA s mice die as well. Thc tests rì.re not
intended to provide that kind of information.

Conclusions
The EPA tests will likely show that indeed. both nerv

and usdd carpets have substantial emissions. And. manv
will use the results to further their views on the health
effects of new carpet installations. However. the EPA
tests will simply replicate Anderson's tests, not establish
health effects or why the mice died. To establish causa-
tion, we need to know the specific source(s) and identities
of the chemicals causing the physiological and health
effects; the emissions of such chemicals from carpets (if.
in fact, carpets are the source); and, the pathophysiologi-
cal mechanism by which the effects occur. To date. no one
has provided very much evidence even to suggest an-
swers to these questions.

However, it is clear that many people suffer tiom
health and comfort effects after carpets are installed. and
there is a variety of possible causes. We outlined many of
those in the BULLETIN Vol. 2, No. 6. They include:

. The very easily detectable "new carpet" odor of
4-phenylcyclohexene emitted from SBR latex-
backed carpets.

. The use of solvent-based adhesives in many in-
stallations.

. The potential emissions from carpet cushions.

. The possibility of some "bad batches" of car-
pets, and others.

The answers to the carpet issues are not close at hand.
We have advised avoiding SBR-latex-backed carpets be-
cause of the odor, and we advise properly cleaning and
maintaining carpets wherever they are used. Finally, we
have advised using the low-VOC adhesives (non-solvent
based) to avoid unnecessary solvent exposures. Beyond
that, people will continue to wait for real answers to the
carpet questlons.

by its chair, W. Gene Tucker of the US EPA. Tucker also
compared the outline to the Guidelines for Ventilation
Requirements adopted by the European Concerted Action
Committee on Indoor Air Quality.

o
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Com arison of 62-1989

Standard 62-1989

Forward

1. PurPose

2. ScoPe

3. Definitions (incl. diagram)

4. Classification

5. SYstems and equiPment

6. Procedures

6.1 Ventilation rate Procedure

6.2 lndoor air qualitY Procedure

6.3 Design documentation procedures

7. References

Appendices

Conversion factors

Positive combustion air suPPlY

Guidance tor AQ criteria

Rationale for COz

Procedure for cleaned recirculated air

Ventilation effectiveness

Rationale for lag or lead time for transient

occupancy

H Rationale for reducing outdoor air when

loads unequal

ASHRAE policy statement on environmental
impacts

and Pro 62-199x

Proposed 62-199X

Foreword

1. PurPose

2. ScoPe

3. Definitions

4. General requirements

5. Design procedures for comm-inst buildings

5.1 Determining the design ventilation rate

5.2 Procedure for minimum ventilation rates

5.3 Procedure for additional ventilation rates

6. Design requirements for residential buildings

6.1 Single-familY residences

6.2 MultiPle-familY residences

7. Documentation of design and op' guidelines

8. Operating and maintenance procedures

8.1 HVAC sYstem

8.2 Other activities affecting indoor air quality

I. References

Appendices

A Conversion factors

B Positive combustion air suPPlY

C Health and comfo¡t criteria

D Rationale for ventilation rate procedure

E Design guidelines for ventilation effectiveness

F Design guidelines for transient occupancy

G Method for determining rate of outdoor air

delivered to a sPace

H Example calculations of design ventilation

rates

ASHRAE policy statement on environmental

imPacts

A

B

c
D

E

F

G

Proposed 62-199x Changes from 62'1989

. Separate section for residential

. Separate section for design documentation

o New section for O & M

. Appendix: Method for determining OA

o Appendix: Example of calculations

o More explicit treatment of sources' air cleaning

o Ventilation rate procedure for minimum rates

. IAQ Procedure exPlicit

Ð

l
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Detailed Contents of Proposed 62-199x Sections 4 & 5

Section 4 - General Requirements

Combines Section 4 & 5 of 62-1989

Discusses general principles of ventilation

Purposes

lmpacts on IAQ (+ & -)

Dilution ventilation vs, exhaust ventilation

Transfer air from low-conc. to higher-conc.
spaces

Operation for transient occupancy t
Operation during high-emission periods

Meet Standard 55 (thermal comfort) conditions

Prevent conditions that promote microbial growth

Location of air intakes

Etc.

Summarizes good engineering practice

Section S - Peglgtl.Procedure.s for Co¡nme¡ciaÈ.
lnstitutional Buildings

5.1 Design Ventilation Rate

DVR = Min VR + Add'lVR

= Sec. 5.2 + Sec. 5'3

5.2 Minimum Ventilation Rate

Accounts for people and uniquo source
Uses current Table 2 (Reviewoq¡

Relates to floor area (e.9. LPS/[\Ìì
5.3 Additional Ventilation Rate

Accounts for strong non-occupç1t\t sources
Tabulates factors for additional rq¡gs
Tabulates default values

Encourages evaluation of sourr¡r ¡¡g1.,
air cleaning

Table 5.34 - Additional Ventilation Rates for Spaces with High-Emission Sources

Source Type.
Floor coverings

Totalorganic vapors
Furniture

Total organic vapors

Office machines

Ozone
Particles (PMlo)
Total organic vapors

Organic solvents

Totalorganic vapors

Smoking
Particles (PMlo)

Unvented space heaters
Particles lPMro)
Sulfur dioxide

Totalorganic vapors
Wallcoverings

Total organic vapors

'Types listed are illustrative only

Units

Values in this column would be
derived from concentration limits
for contaminants, minimum
ventilation rates listed in Section
5.2, and an assumption regarding
mixing of air and contaminants.

For assumption of complete
mixing,ER5.2=C-MVR.

Add'lVent. Rate for

Values in this column ¡vould be
derived from
AVR=DVR-MVR

ER ERs.zcc
ER - ER s.z

c

Max. Emission
natè ror seC. s.z mg/n-m2 (a) High-Emiss¡on Spacr¡s Us-m2 1U¡

(a) Milligrams/hour (mg/h) per square meter of floor area (or certified low-emission product)

(b) Liters/second per square meter floor area, per mg/h-m2 above the maximum ER for sectict 5.2

IndoorAir BALLETIN
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Detailed Contents of 62-199x Sections 4 & 5 - continued

Table 5.3b - Default Values for Additional Ventilation Rates (lllustrative draft 1-24-93)

Source Type
Floor coverings

Total organic vapors
Furniture

Total organic vapors
Office machines

Ozone
Particles (PMro)
Total organic vapors

Organic solvents
Totalorganic vapors

Smoking
Particles (PMro)

Unvented space heaters
Particles lPMro)
Sulfur dioxide
Total organic vapors

Wallcoverings
Total organic vapors

Default Emission ^
Rate (ER) mg/h-m'(a)

Add'lVent. Bate
iòi oeiaùii sp L/s.m2 1o¡

Units
(a) Milligrams/hour of contaminant per square meter of floor area

(b) Liters/second of outdoor air per square meter of floor area

Values in this column would be
selected from emission rates found
in the literature (high, but not
extreme values).

Values in this column would be
derived from

AVR¿¿¡=Efu+@

.t

[Ed. note: The ventitation rates in 5.2 and 5.3 are calculated as desuibed below.]

Minimum Ventilation Rate

Select rates from Table [12]to ensure sensory comfort from occupant load

Also covers unique sources (e.g., in kitchens, dry cleaners, swimming pools)

Additional Ventilation Rate

Determine whether space has potentially strong sources

For such sources in space, determine whether source strength greater
than acceptable under MVR

lf not, use MVR

lf stronger, calculate AVR

lf unknown, use default value for AVR

[able 5.3]

[Table 5.31

flable 5.3]

Fable 5.31

)
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Comparison of 62-1989 and Proposed 62-199x

Standard 62'1989

Forward

1. PurPose

2. ScoPe

3. Definitions (incl. diagram)

4. Classification

5. Systems and equiPment

6. Procedures

6.1 Ventilation rate Procedure

6.2 lndoor air qualitY Procedure

6.3 Design documentation procedures

7. References

Appendices

A Conversion factors

B Positive combustion air suPPlY

C Guidance for AQ criteria

D Rationale for COz

E Procedure for cleaned recirculated air

F Ventilation etfectiveness

G Rationale for lag or lead time for transient
occupancy

H Rationale for reducing outdoor air when
loads unequal

ASHRAE policy statement on environmental
impacts

Proposed 62-199X

Foreword

1. Purpose

2. Scope

3. Definitions

4. Generalrequirements

5. Design procedures for comm-inst buildings

5.1 Determining the design ventilation rate

5.2 Procedure for minimum ventilation rates

5.3 Procedure for additional ventilation rates

6. Design requirements for residential buildings

6.1 Single-familY residences

6.2 Multiple-familY residences

7. Documentation of design and op. guidelines

8. Operating and maintenance procedures

8.1 HVAC sYstem

8.2 Other activities atfecting indoor air quality

9. References

Appendices

A Conversion factors

B Positive combustion air suPPlY

C Health and comfort criteria

D Rationale for ventilation rate procedure

E Design guidelines for ventilation etfectiveness

F Design guidelines for transient occupancy

G Method for determining rate of outdoor air
delivered to a sPace

H Example calculations of design ventilation
rates

ASHRAE policy statement on environmental
impacts

t

Proposed 62-199x Changes from 62-1989

. Separate section for residential

. Separate section for design documentation

o New section for O & M

o Appendix: Method for determining OA

o Appendix: Example of calculations

o More explicit treatment of sources, air cleaning

. Ventilation rate procedure for minimum rates

. IAQ procedure exPlicit

)
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Detailed Contents of Prooosed 62-199x Sections 4 & 5

Section 4 - General Requirements

Combines Section 4 & 5 of 62-1989

Discusses general principles of ventilation

Purposes

lmpacts on IAQ (+ & -)

Dilution ventilation vs. exhaust ventilation

Transfer air from low-conc. to higher-conc.
spaces

Operation for transient occupancy I

Operation during high-emission periods

Meet Standard 55 (thermalcomfort) conditions

Prevent conditions that promote microbial growth

Location of air intakes

Etc.

Summarizes good engineering practice

Section 5 - Design Procedures for Commercial-
lnstitutional Buildings

5.1 Design Ventilation Rate

DVR = Min VR + Add'lVR

= Sec. 5.2 + Sec. 5.3

5.2 Minimum Ventilation Rate

Accounts for people and unique source

Uses current Table 2 (Reviewed)

Relates to floor area (e.g' LPS/M2)

5.3 Additional Ventilation Rate

Accounts for strong non-occupant sources

Tabulates factors for additional rates

Tabulates default values

Encourages evaluation of source mgt',
air cleaning

Table 5.3A - Additional Ventilation Rates for Spaces with High-Emission Sources

Source Type*

Floor coverings

Total organic vapors

Furniture
Total organic vapors

Office machines

Ozone
Particles (PMro)

Total organic vapors

Organic solvents

Total organic vapors

Smoking
Particles lPMro)

Unvented space heaters

Particles (PM1o)

Sulfur dioxide

Total organic vapors

Wallcoverings
Total organic vapors

* Types listed are illustrative only

Units

Max. Emission ^ Add'lVent' Rate for
Rate For Sec. S.2 mgrr-m21a) ilig-n-Èñiä"ioiêpãc"" Us-m210¡

Values in this column would be
derived from concentration limits
for contaminants, minimum
ventilation rates listed in Section
5.2, and an assumPtion regarding
mixing of air and contaminants.

Values in this column would be
derived from
AVR=DVH-MVR

ER ERs¿
c C

ER - ER s.z=c
For assumPtion of comPlete
mixing,ER5.2=C-MVR.

(a) Milligrams/hour (mg/h) per square meter of floor area (or certified low-emission product)

(b) Liters/second per square meter floor area, per mg/h-m2 above the maximum ER for section 5'2

Indoor Aír BULLETIN Vol. 2, No. 10
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Detailed Contents of 62-199x Sections 4 & 5 - continued

Table 5.3b - Default Values for Additional Ventilation Rates (lllustrative draft 1-24-93)

Default Emission - Add'lVent. Rate
Source Type Rate (ER) mg/h-mz (a) for Default ER Us.m'(b)
Floor coverings

Total organic vapors 
values in this column would be values in this column would beFurniture selected from emission rãieJtouno derived from

Totalorganic vapors in the literature (high, but not ER¿er- EHs.z

office machines extie-mJvãiuesi' " ' AVRder--T
Ozone t
Particles (PMro)
Total organic vapors

Organic solvents
Total organic vapors

Smoking
Particles lPMro)

Unvented space heaters
Particles (PMro)

Sulfur dioxide
Total organic vapors

Wallcoverings
Total organic vapors

Units
(a) Milligrams/hour of contaminant per square meter of floor area
(b) Liters/second of outdoor air per square meter of floor area

[Ed. note: The ventilation rates in 5.2 and 5.3 are calculated as described below.]

Minimum Ventilation Rate

Select rates from Table [12]to ensure sensory comfort from occupant load

Also covers unique sources (e.g., in kitchens, dry cleaners, swimming pools)

Additional Ventilation Rate

Determine whether space has potentially strong sources

For such sources in space, determine whether source strength greater
than acceptable under MVR

lf not, use MVR

lf stronger, calculate AVR

lf unknown, use default value for AVR

fi-able 5.3]

[able 5.31

Fable 5.31

ftable 5.3]

)

)
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European Guidelines

[Ed. note: For comparison, Tucker presented the methods used to establish ventilation rates in the European
Ventitation Guidetihes. Tabte references are to tables in the European guideline.l

Comfort

Select perceived IAQ desired (A, B, C)

Determine vent. rate (LPS/OLF)

Select perceived outdoor AQ

Estimate sensory pollutant load (OLF/M2)

Occupants

Non-occupant sources ¡

Select vent. effectiveness

Calculate vent. rate for comfort

Health

ldentity most critical contaminant(S)

Estimate source strengths

Calculate vent. rate to meet permissible concentration(S)

Required rate

Higher of rates for comfort or health

[Table 1]

[able 5]

[Tables 3,4]

[Table 2]

flable 6]

Ventilation

Corrected Ventilation Rate Table
In our Vol. 2 No. 8 issue we published a table of

outdoor air exchange rates' with a significant error
throughout it. The table listed values of outdoor air in air
changes per hour (ACH) based on percent outdoor air,
ceiling height, and total air supply per square foot. The
values we published were low by a factor of ten. We
republish that table here with the correct values and

apologize for any inconvenience or puzzlement we may
have caused our readers.

We were encouraged to learn that some BULLETIN
subscribers are careful readers and did try to use the table.

We thank them for calling the error to our attention. If you

ever see any errors or have any questions about what you

read in the BULLETIN, please do not hesitate to write,
call, or fax us. We appreciate and value your comments

and responses.

@

OutsÍde
Aír as %
of Total

Suoolv Air

t
8.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.0

v atr
0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0

AIR CHANGES PER HOUR

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.4
0.8
1.1

1.5
1.9
2.3
2.6
3.0
3.4
3.8

0.8
1.5
2.3
3.0
3.8
4.5
5.3
6.0
6.8
7.5

0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.'l
2.4
2.7
3.0

0.6
1.2
1.8
2.4
3.0
3.6
4.2
4.8
5.4
6.0

0.3
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.3
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.3
2.5

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

Table 1 - Outside air exchange rate for three ceiling heights and two air distribution rates
according to OSA% at air handter ãnO Oistribution air voÍumeiric flow rate in cfm/ft2 of building area.

(Corrected version of BULLETIN Vol. 2 No. 8 Table 2.)
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Ventilation

New England Journal of Medicine
Ventilation Report -Good Research, Wrong Problem

What can happen when a good study design is poorly
applied? The study can be seriously flawed and mislead-
ing results can be reported. When those results are

inaccurately reported in a periodical like the New Eng-
land Journal of Medicine (NEJM), and then widely
oversimplified by the media, lots of people can be misled.
That is exactly what happened with a recent study of
ventilation, IAQ, and symptoms of sick building syn-

drome (SBS).

The myth engendered by the article is that ventilation
does not affect SBS symptom rates. By inference, there-

fore, any impacts it may have on IAQ are not important.
In fact, several very large European studies have shown

that lower ventilation rates do affect SBS symptom preva-
lence. Ventilation has a major impact on IAQ at the

ventilation rates of interest for problem buildings.

Where did the Canadian researchers en? The study

reported in the NEJM looked at ventilation rates that are

virtually irrelevant to SBS symptoms, and the authors

inaccurately reported what their study showed. Their
st^udy compared SBS symptom rates at 64.and 30

ftr/min/person (cfm/p) of outside air; yet the range of
interest for SBS symptoms is between 5 and 20 cfrn/p'
with 20 cfm/p widely believed to be sufficient to prevent
an excess of SBS symptoms. In other words, the re-

searchers completely missed the mark in their range of
ventilation rates. {Note: To convert cfnr/p to liters per

second per person - Llslp - multiply cfm/p by 0.47 .)

The Menzies et aL Research Proiect
The recently published article by Richard Menzies,

M.D., and several colleagues from various other relevant
disciplines appeared in the March 25, 1993, NEJM' lt
describes a study of four Montreal, Canada, office build-
ings in a "randomized double-blind multiple-crossover
trial... conducted to estimate the effect of changes in the

outdoor-air supply..." on SBS symptom report rates.

The researchers studied the effect by manipulating
ventilation in each of the four study buildings, t'wo at a
time. They reported changing ventilation from 64 to 30

ft'/min/person (cfn/p) of outside air or 30 to 14.2 liters
per second per person (L/s/p). The buildings were venti-
lated at the two outside air supply rates alternately for six
one-week cycles each. Each week the study building
occupants filled out questionnaires on their symptoms
and their perceptions of the indoor environment, and

researchers measured various building environmental pa-

rameters. á

The researchers concluded that increasing the outdoor

air supply "...did not appear to affect workers' percep-

tions of their office environment or their reporting of
symptoms considered typical of the sick building syn-

drome." Their results did show clear impacts of the

ventilation rates on indoor air pollutant concentrations

although they did not stress these findings; apparently

these results conflicted with their banner headline con-

clusion. They did report a correlation between
perceptions of environmental quality and the number of
SBS symptoms reported.

The researchers reported they did not achieve the

ventilation rates they attempted to study but, rather, sig-

nificantly higher rateq (30 and 64 ft'/min instead of the

intended 20 and 50 ft'/min).

The BULLETIN Comments
Several IAQ authorities told the BULLETIN that the

ventilation rates actually achieved were not what was

reported, and there was general agreement that the meth-

odology for estimating the ventilation rates was seriously
flawed. However, there was no agreement as to what the

ventilation rates actually were in the study. In fact, the

researchers did not report sufficient details of their ven-

tilation rate measurements to allow reliable analyses of
their estimates, and their reporting of their data collection
was generally insufficient for a critical reading. We

checked four published articles related to the same study

ánd did not find any well-reported measurement methods.

V/e found other errors and sloppiness in the report. For

example, citations were incorrect; and, different citations
were referenced serially in making a logical argument

where the actual studies cited differed enough to invali-
date the explicit or implicit comparisons and logic. One

of the four buildings permitted smoking, but this was only
mentioned in passing and not discussed further.

The Damage
The researchers' conclusion that ventilation did not

appgar to affect SBS symptom prevalence has been re-

ported widely in the popular press including such

respected newspapers as the Wall Street Journal and the

Washington Posl. Many of our readers have expressed

concern and even ala¡m at the widespread misinforma-

D
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ring firm said
to argue that

The evidence does not support that conclusion, neitherfrom this study nor from many ott 
"rr. 

ü"r" a¡e several
large-sc.ale IAe studies rhatdid show arelJonship betweenventilation and SBS symptom reportinfrates. A majordifference is that these othir studiås loofe¿ ar venrilarion
rates well below those reported by Menz ies et al.Menzies
:lo:ld have reported thaithere *;r;;;;*"nt impact onSBS symptom rates at rhe very high 

";;ãi;rion rares shrd-ied, but that even the lower oi tnJ." .;;;;;u, weil above
those found in most reported problem buildings. j

In fact, there is little concern about buildings with venti_lation rates in excess of 30 cfrn/p. Th" ;;;_s tend ro beabout buildings with venrilat
Even the lower of the two v
studying was well above the
authorities have suggested
except in cases of unusually strong contaminant sources.
{Sain, the range of interestls prim"arity U"*..n 5 and,20

lfuu with 20 cfnr/p widely feneveã tá-ùe sum"tenr roprevent an excess of SBS symptoms.

Study Fullof problems

t
I

To make mafters worse, there were significant errors inthe way the researchers measured the co2 levels and used
the results to estimate the ventilation.utãr. enay lersily andStuart Dols ar the Narional Institute oiSi"nO*¿, and Tech_nology have shown that there *" rnunf pràUt"rn. involvedin the measurement of coz 

"on".nooíiJni in indoor air toestimare venrilarion. persily and Dol., *ãit r¡ows that COzmeasurements made in the manner reported by Menzies eial. are an unreliable basis fo, 
"rti-uiing ventilation ratesand that they usually overestimate the acäal rate.

The estimates of ventilation rates using the COz meas_urements were also flawed. Among the tejrnical enon thatappearin 
use of the wrpng units forthe per-o rate (0.75 f;rË;;;;;reported per hour) and the use of anincorrect equation for the estimation ãÍu"niilu,ion based onconcentrations. The authors appear to have disregarded

s.everal assumptions required foì^tacer gu. ,t 
"ory 

and ven_tilation rare estimarion. Th"r".rrumú;;; included steadystate (equilibrium) conditions for occupant_generated COz,constant ventilation rate, and uniform-CO2 concentrations
throughout the building.

Some lnteresting Results Did Emerge

_ Atú:ogl not emphasized, by the Menzies arricle, theresearchers' environmental mãasure_"nu showed thatthe¡e were significant differences i" ,h;;;;i;"nments ar thedifferent ventilation rates. For.*u-pt",ìi ttrì nign"r venti_lation rates, mean VOC concenrrati;;r"ì. àrry 36qo (2g7

. 
Finally,. the categorical reporting of symptoms is always

a less sensirive tool than morè detai'Íed,yrnp,orn questions.
And, environmental measurements made remotely in
space or time from the occupant questionnaire admini_stration are always found less well-correrated with
symptoms.

0

_,70
E
Øc
o= 60
E.
E
Ø50
.=

=
8qoo
-o'
Ø30

2021222324
Work-Site Temperature (C)

Figure 1 - percent of occupants reportinq SBSsymptoms as a function of temþeratu-re.
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EF=1.0 mg/m2-hr
-Þ
EF=5.0 mg/m2-hr
-+
EF=10

fective indoor air studY that

melY diffrcult to conrol

ng and analYsis'

others have rePorted the

theY did, it has been taken

es not signifrcantlY affect I

symptoms- The authors'

ationshiP between tYPical

ventilation rates in offrce

blished data and graPhs to

illustrates this relationshiP

again.

We call on thè researchers to communicate to readers of

rhe NEJM and the wider public that their study did notshow

*t ot t¡"it published conclusion said it showed' to clearly

;ñfy ,h"ir previous conclusion' and to vigorously dis-

l"tti*," theii revised conclusion to the media'

the range t'rt ventilation rates often tì'tilr.i in t¡picul offrce

buildings. The result is that at loscr r-entilation rates

within this range, small changes in rq'¡¡¡lation result in
signihcant changes in contaminârìt r\\ìcÊrltrations. Fig-
o.ê 4 rhorus this relationship for V(\- !Ðncenmdons in
the range of 0 to 5 ACH with variou-s ù\ntaminant source

strengths.

References:
Richard lvfenzies, Robyn Tamblyn, Jean-tr.errt' Furant. James Han-

ley, Fatima Nunes, and Robert Tamblyn- " I'Ìrc Effect of Varying

Lðvels of Outdoor Air Supply on the S¡rn¡rû¡lìs of Sick Building
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Figure 3 - lndoor CO2 m¡nus outdoor COe vs.
ventilatlon (ACH).

1 person/142 sq ft, 10 ft ceiling height. Outdoor COz
assumed to be 350 ppm. COz generation rate = 0.0106 cfm

Ventilation and lAQ, Again

The relationship between ventilation rates and contami-

noni-.on..ntrations is not linear' At low ventilation rates'

t-g" .onto-inant concentration changes occur; and at high

u"ititotion tates, small concentration changes occur' as seen

in Figures 3 and 4.

Summarizing, for typical offrce building ventilation rates

of O.S to 1.5 AC-H, indoõr source contaminant concentratron

olotsareliketytogofromagenerallysteepslopetoa
Ë"ät"nt tî¡i'"* tí"pe' That is' ttre knee of the plot of a

contaminant concentr;ion cu: e is likely to occur within
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Toxic VOC Emissions
From Correction Fluids

A recent study found that typewriter
available in Asia emit some very toxic
air. While the size of the little bottles

used for correction fluid is rather small, more than 507o

of the contents of most of these bottles available in

Singapore, Indonesia, and Malaysia were organochlorine

solvents.

Interest in testing correction fluids resulted from an

observed increase in the use of correction fluids for " glue

sniffing" by school children. The products are widely

available in supermarkets and stationery shops in devel-

oping Asian countries. One of the most interesting aspects

ãi,ftãt" products for IAQ is that this type of product is

often used, even properlY, verY

ing zone. Thus, Personal exPo

than what might be measured
pling. Actualã*porut" of the individual, therefore' is not

irOe{uatety charãcterized by most indoor air sampling

protàcolsïsed in problem building investigations and in

research projects.

California health department researchers investigated

a popular correction fluid product in connection with the

stàte"s Proposition 65 requirements' They found that a

single or" ãf the product õould result in significant day-

lorig exposure aflevels representing a potential health

nazã¿. ihe result of the stãte's test was the substitution

of a water-based fluid by the manufacturer to avoid

labeling requirements under California state law'

Research Method and Results
Researchers from Singapore and Birmingham (UK)

worked with " off-the-shãli' correction-fluid products

commonly used by school children and office workers'

They tesád t*o-dtop samples from the typical 20 ml'

botties using a headspace teìhnique with GC/lvfS confir-

mation. Or-ganochlõrine compounds were the most

commonly 
-used solvent for the correction fluids'

Trichloro or tetrachloro compounds were found in 14 of

the 20 products tested.

The researchers also found that 9 out of 20 products

containedbetween26andg5%ol,I,l-Trichloroethane'

Among the other most commonly encountered solvents

at signìficant concentrations were carbon tetrachloride'

,,-h"iun", methylene chloride, and methyl cyclohexane'

irrã,¡Vfàí" chloride (dichlor )methane) was in 6 out of 20

of the brands, and 4 of them had concentrations greater

than2OVo.

The researchers said that the principal effect oforgano-

chloro compounds is central nervous system (CNS)

á;;;tt"t Àddi","d in ure suf-

fer dizziness, nausea, ess-like

symptoms. Exposure to hig raPidlY

result in unconsciousness'

Two of the 20 products tested contained about 507o

carbon tetrachloride (tetrachloromethane), potentially

toxic to the liver in man. A single, high exposure can

cause the development of a fatty liver and necrosis ac-

cording to the ACGIH. Chronic, low level exposure can

.uu." 
-th" 

same effect. Significant (l1%o) quantities of

CFC-I13 were found in 4 of the products'

Only 2 of the 20 products tested contained brief use

*u-iígt on the labei' No ingredients nor the country of

manufacture were on the label of 8 products' Product

labels from European Community member states usually

listed the major ingredient'

The resea¡chers noted that water-based correction flu-

ids are now widely available' They found ethanol to be

the main component of the water-based correction fluid

products.
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